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The structural and electronic properties of Cu segregation in aluminum are studied in the framework of the
density functional theory, within the projector augmented plane-wave method and both its local density
approximation (LDA) and generalized gradient approximation (GGA). We first studied Al–Cu interactions in
bulk phase at low copper concentration (≤3.12%: at). We conclude to a tendency to the formation of a solid
solution at T=0 K.Wemoreover investigated surface alloy properties for varying compositions of a Cu doped
Al layer in the (111) Al surface then buried in an (111) Al slab. Calculated segregation energies show unstable
systems when Cu atoms are in the surface position (position 1). In the absence of ordering effects for Cu atoms
in a layer (xCu=1/9 and xCu=1/3), the system is more stable when the doped layer is buried one layer under
the surface (position 2), whereas for xCu=1/2 to xCu=1 (full monolayer), the doped layer is more
accommodated when buried in the sub-sub-surface (position 3). First stage formation of GP1- and GP2-zones
was finally modeled by doping (100) Al layers with Cu clusters in a (111) Al slab, in the surface then buried
one and two layers under the surface. These multilayer clusters are more stable when buried one layer
beneath the surface. Systems modeling GP1-zones are more stable than systems modeling GP2-zones.
However the segregation of a full copper (100) monolayer in an (100) Al matrix shows a copper segregation
deep in the bulk with a segregation barrier. Our results fit clearly into a picture of energetics and geometrical
properties dominated by preferential tendency to Cu clustering close to the (111) Al surface.

1. Introduction

Aluminum has the capacity to form a very stable oxide. Thus, it
leads to high temperature resistant coatings with good resistance to
oxidation and corrosion in aggressive environments. It is often alloyed
to modify some of its intrinsic properties and various treatments such
as precipitation hardening are needed to improve its mechanical
properties. The properties of these alloys are not due simply to their
chemical composition but are particularly influenced by the involved
phases and the alloy microstructure. Copper–aluminum alloys that
have good mechanical properties are the most used alloys in the
aeronautical field. In microelectronics, Cu/Al joints are widely used in
high-direct-current systems to transmit the electric current, and could
be used as alternative to Au/Al joint in high-power interconnections
and fine-pitch bonding applications due to the very good mechanical,
electrical and thermal properties of Cu [1,2]. The oxidation of such
alloys can have crucial consequences on the phase properties.We thus
want to investigate the first stages of oxidation of copper–aluminum
alloys. We need first to study the clean material and understand the
Cu–Al interactions. We present here the results of our computations

on copper segregation in aluminum. The copper bulk segregation and
copper surface segregation are both studied.

During the last two decades several studies on aluminum and its
alloys were carried out using first principle calculations. Various bulk
phases (perfect phases or in presence of bulk defects) aswell as clean Al
surfaces were fully investigated. Hoshino et al. [3] showed that the
stability of an aluminum based binary alloy Al–M, with a transition
metal M, is related to the middle range interactions between the
transition atoms, by a strong sp-d hybridization (Al–M). The energy of
interaction between two impurities depends strongly on the distance
separating them.Using the full potentials Green functionsKKR [4,5] for a
better description of the crystal defects, they showed that the energy of
the copper–copper interaction tends towards 0 eV for dCu−CuN5.5 Å.

According to the Al/Cu equilibrium phase diagram, at Cu massic
concentration lower than 4%, one is in the presence of a solid solution
α while the first defined compound is Al2Cu−θ. Even for low copper
concentration, there is a demixion at Tb350 K and one should thus be
in the presence of a two-phase microstructure (α+θ). The formation
of the θ phase is also observed at equilibrium when the Cu
concentration in the Al matrix is increased. The Cu first precipitates
within the bulk into Guinier–Preston-zones [6,7] (GP-zones) and that
later transformed to metastable θ′ and stable θ phases. Subsequent
GP-zones stages are distinguished as GP1- and GP2-zones as they
change their structure during annealing. Experimental determination
of the atomic structure of the GP-zones is rather difficult owing to
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their small size of few nanometers. The GP-zones were first observed
with early X-ray experiments suggesting GP1-zones composed of a
single (100) Cu layer and aGP2-zone composed of an ordered platelet of
two Cu layers separated by three Al(100) layers in the Al matrix [8,9].
Recent results using high-angle annular detector dark-field (HAADF)
techniques anddiffuse scattering led tounambiguous results confirming
single layer platelet zones of copper atoms at irregular distances from
each other as the main constitution of GP1-zones and showed the
possibility for the existence of multilayer Cu zones [10,11]. Two-layer
copper zones are occasionally seen in Al–Cu alloys [12].

Several theoretical studies are also available for some Cu/Al
microstructures such as GP-zones in intermetallic compound
[13,14]. Using first principles, Wang et al. [15] studied the formation
of Guinier–Preston zones in Al–Cu alloys by investigating the atomic
structures and formation enthalpies of layered Al–Cu superlattices.
They highlighted a supercell total energy decrease with Cu content
rise, equivalent to a reduction of spacing of the copper lattice in the
superlattice. They considered that the formation and evolution of GP-
zones in Al–Cu alloys can be considered as a process of increasing
accumulation of copper atoms by means of local coagulation of Cu
platelets. Zhou et al. [1] have calculated the structural, elastic and
electronic properties of Al–Cu intermetallics from first principle
calculations. They obtained polycrystalline elastic properties from
elastic constants. They correlated the calculated anisotropy of elastic
properties to the electronic nature of Al–Cu intermetallics, as a high
charge density is observed in the core region of the Cu atoms, while
the density is lower in the interstitial area. Their observations showed
a strong directional bonding between the nearest-neighbor Cu atoms
and a weak directional bonding between Cu and Al atoms.
Vaithyanathan et al. [16] conducted a multiscale modeling study on
the growth of Al2Cu−θ’ phase. Wolverton et al. [17–21] produced
many first principle studies on the determination of the structural
properties and energetics of some Al–Cu phases. Results obtained
from a density functional theory (DFT) [22,23] study of Al2Cu−θ

were in excellent agreement with experimental results, suggesting a
good reliability of the calculationmethods. Moreover, this studymade
it possible to highlight the stability of the metastable phase θ′ over the
stable phase θ at low temperature (Tb200 K). The reason for this
unexpected stability compared to experimental observations was
attributed to a large difference of vibrational entropy of the two
polytypes at low temperature.

Experimental techniqueshavebeendeveloped that allow fordetailed
investigations of surfaces such as LowEnergyElectronDiffraction (LEED)
[24] and Scanning-Tunneling Microscopy (STM) [25–28]. A necessary
condition for a full theoretical interpretation of the results of such
experiments is an accurate description of the surface potential and the
surface electronic structure [29]. The recent progress in the material
sciences has led to the production of surfaces of high purity, and has
allowed the design of various structures with desired properties. The
understanding of the physicochemical processes of these systems needs
a detailed knowledge of the electronic structure of these materials, and
in this context surface states play an important role. The ground-state
electronic and structural properties of solid surfaces such as the
electronic charge density, surface energy, work function or lattice
relaxation can now be determined from first principle calculations,
inducing a growing interest in accurate theoretical descriptions of the
surface properties of solids.

In this paper, Section 2 is a brief description of our computational
method. In Section 3we discuss bulk and clean surface properties. In the
first sub-section, we present the results of Al–Cu interactions in bulk
phase at different Cu atomic concentrations (0.926%, 1.56% and 3.125%).
The calculated negative mixing enthalpies at 0 K, indicate that the alloy
will forma solid solution in the absence of any competing orderedphase.
The second sub-section is devoted to the clean (111) and (100) Al
surfaces. The calculated surface energies are in good agreement with
experimental data andother theoretical calculations. Copper segregation

at infinite dilution in the (111) and (100) surfaces are studied in Section
4, by the mean of the first, substituting the copper following the (111)
plane and then, by the study of the first stage formation of Guinier–
Preston zones. In the first sub-sub-section, we discuss the segregation at
infinite dilution (1/9 atomof copper in a layer), and thenwe increase the
Cu concentration until a full Cumonolayer in the second sub-section. Cu-
doped layers at different Cu concentrations have their geometry and
energetics dominated by preferential homoatomic interactions. Finally,
we show that Cu clusters in the (100)plane representing theGP-1 zones
are more stable when buried one layer under the surface, following the
Cu segregation behavior in the (111) plane. There is moreover no
tendency to surface segregation of GP-zones at the (100)Al surface.

2. Computational details

All calculations were performed in the framework of DFT with the
Vienna ab initio simulation package [30–32] (VASP) implementing the
projector augmented wave (PAW) method [33,34]. PAW pseudopoten-
tials were defined with (3s23p1) valence electrons for Al and (3d104s1)
for Cu. For Cu, we checked that it is not necessary to inlcude the 3p

electrons in the valence shell. Both the local density approximation
(LDA) [35] and the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [36]were
used to describe the exchange-correlation energy-functional. For LDA
functional,weused the formulationproposedbyCeperlay andAlder [35]
andparameterized by Perdewand Zunger [37]while for GGA functional,
we used the formulation proposed by Perdew, Burke andErnzerhof, [38]
commonly called PBE. Convergence with respect to cutoff Ecut,
Methfessel-Paxton [39] smearing σ and size of Monkhorst-Pack [40]
mesh of k-pointswere carefully checked for eachmodel, in order to have
the same energy precision in all calculations (less than 1 meV), leading
to the following values: Ecut=450 eV, smearing σ=0.2 eV. These
values, if not otherwise stated, were used in all calculations. The grid
of k-points was set to (15×15×15) for bulk calculations of pure Cu and
Al. For other calculations, the used grids of k-points are reported in the
corresponding sections. All calculations were done allowing for spin
polarization. Atomic positions were relaxedwith the conjugate gradient
algorithm [41] until forces on moving atoms where less than 0.05 eV/Å.

3. Bulk and surface properties

3.1. Bulk cohesive properties

Bulk fcc Al and Cu were simulated using a primitive trigonal unit
cell. Their equilibrium volumes and bulk modulus B0 were calculated
by fitting the total energy of 12 regularly spaced volumes around the

Table 1

Calculated bulk properties for Al and Cu using GGA (LDA) XC functionals in the PAW
scheme compared to experimental results and other recent DFT calculations (US =
ultrasoft Vanderbilt pseudopotential, PW91 = Perdew Wang 91 XC functional).

Material Cal. type a0 (Å) B0 (GPa) Ec (eV/at.) Ref.

Al Experiment 4.05/4.04 76.93/77.30 −3.39/−3.39 [42]/
[43]

LDA GGA LDA GGA LDA GGA

PAW 3.98 4.04 113.38 67.72 −4.01 −3.43 This
work

US/PW91 4.04 72.05 −3.50 [44]
All electron 4.04 75.00 −4.07 [45]
All electron 3.97 80.00 −4.09 [46]

Cu Experiment 3.61 137.00 −3.49 [42]

LDA GGA LDA GGA LDA GGA

PAW 3.52 3.64 185.20 142.00 −4.51 −3.46 This
work

Pseudopotential 3.67 134.00 −3.38 [47]
Pseudopotential 3.53 3.97 190.00 140.00 −4.75 −3.76 [48]
All electron 3.52 3.63 192.00 142.00 −4.57 −3.51 [49]



equilibrium volume to Murnaghan's equation of state [50]. A spin-
polarized calculation of an isolated atom was performed using a
broken symmetry box of 11×10×9 Å for the determination of the
cohesive energy per atom, Ec. For both pure metals, the GGA results
are in quite good agreement with experimental data, while LDA
overestimates the cohesive energy and bulk modulus, and under-
estimates the lattice parameter (Table 1), as it does in general for
metallic systems [36,51,52]. Our PAW calculations are in overall
agreement with previously published all electron calculations
(justifying the use of the time-saving pseudopotentials rather than
all electron potentials) and other pseudopotential calculations.

The mixing enthalpy per atom, ΔHm, at T=0 K of the fcc Al1− xCux
solid solution in the dilute Cu limit was calculated at three different Cu
atomic concentrations (x=0.92%, 1.52% and 3.12%).

ΔHm xð Þ= Ec Al1−xCuxð Þ− 1−xð ÞEc Alð Þ−xEc Cuð Þ; ð1Þ

where Ec Al1−xCuxð Þ is the cohesive energy per atom of the solid
solution, Ec Alð Þ and Ec Cuð Þ are the cohesive energies per atom of the
fcc pure Al and Cu phases. The calculations were performed with
supercells of different shapes, containing N atoms (N=108, 64, 32),
where an Al atom was substituted by one Cu atom. ΔHm x = 1=Nð Þ is
then defined by:

NΔHm x = 1 =Nð Þ= E N−1ð ÞAl;Cuð Þ− N−1
N

E NAlð Þ

−
1
N
E NCuð Þ

ð2Þ

where E N−1ð ÞAl;Cuð Þ is the energy of the alloy supercell, and
E NAlð Þ and E NCuð Þ are the energies of the corresponding pure Al and
Cu supercells.1 The obtained enthalpies of mixing are reported in
Table 2, and Fig. 1 (for the GGA results).

Negative mixing enthalpies at 0 K, as presently obtained, mean
that the alloy will form a solid solution in the absence of any
competing ordered phase. However, this tendency is weak (ΔHm
(x)≈meV). Fig. 1 shows that the α solid solution is slightly unstable at
0 K against a demixion in pure Al and the ordered Al2Cu−θ phase. This
is in agreement with the very small, increasing with temperature,
extension of the α phase in the Al-Cu phase diagram at intermediate
temperatures which, then, results from entropic effects. The almost
linear variation of ΔHm(x) with Cu concentration shows that, in this
concentration range (xb3.2 at.%) the Cu atoms are independent and
can be considered as isolated impurities in the Al matrix. The mixing
energy can then be expressed as a function of the dilute impurity
enthalpy per Cu atom ΔHimp:

ΔHm xð Þ= xΔHimp ð3Þ

where the dilute impurity enthalpy per Cu atom is defined by:

ΔHimp = lim
x→0

1
x
ΔHm xð Þ

� �

= μCu x→0ð Þ−μCu x = 1ð Þ

= μCu x→0ð Þ−Ec Cuð Þ

ð4Þ

where μCu(x) is the chemical potential or partial enthalpy per atom of
Cu in the Al–Cu alloy at concentration x.

Table 3 shows that our ΔHimp values deduced from Eq. (4) are in
very good agreement with previously calculated ones [19]. The 10–
20 meV differences between our results with the Bravais supercell,
the primitive supercell, and the results of Wolverton et al. [19] can be
attributed to small differences in the parameters controlling the
accuracy of thecalculation (cutoff, smearing and k-point grid). Thus,
ΔHimp can be evaluated as−130±10 meV from the GGA calculations.
Nevertheless, the constant value (within 3 meV), obtained with the
Bravais supercell for the three concentrations shows unambiguously
that the Cu atoms are truly independent in the studied concentration
range since all three calculations were performed with exactly the
same accuracy.

3.2. Al (111) and (100) surfaces

Surface phenomena, like adsorption or segregation, can be theoret-
ically studied in slab geometry with periodic boundary conditions. In
order to reach low surface concentrations (of adsorbate or segregated
atoms) one has to use large surface supercells, which implies to use the
thinnest possible slabswithout loss of accuracy. To do so,we adopted an
asymmetric (AS) slab geometry: one of the surface regions (referred as
the top surface) is devoted to the segregation study and is thus free to
relax, whereas the other one (referred as the bottom surface) is fixed at
the bulk crystal geometry. In this asymmetric configuration the surface
energy σ can be obtained from the following expressions of the linear
variations (at large n) of the unrelaxed Eurlx and relaxed Erlx total

1 For the considered Cu concentrations, the mixing enthalpies are of the order of the
meV, so the supercell energies entering in Eq. (2) were calculated with equivalent
highly converged conditions: large k-point grids (see table eftab:enthalpy-mix and
smaller smearing parameter (0.01 eV) than the one given in Section 2 leading to a
0.05 meV accuracy for the mixing enthalpies.

Table 2

Al1− xCux mixing enthalpy per atom, ΔHm (meV/at.) versus Cu concentration, x in the
Cu dilute limit. B: fcc Bravais supercell, P: fcc primitive supercell.

x (%) 0.926 1.56 3.125

N (Al+Cu) 107+1 63+1 31+1
Supercell 3×3×3 fcc B 4×2×2 B 4×4×4 P 2×2×2 B
k points 8×8×8 6×12×12 11×11×11 12×12×12
LDA −0.85 −1.39 −1.14 −2.78
GGA −1.31 −2.18 −1.96 −4.4

Fig. 1. GGA calculated mixing enthalpies as a function of Cu concentration x. full line:
ideal solution, dashed line: line from Ec(Al) to the formation energy of the Al2Cu−θ

phase.

Table 3

Dilute impurity enthalpy per solute Cu atom ΔHimp (meV) in Al1− xCux deduced from
Eq. (4) with the fcc Bravais supercells. B: fcc Bravais supercell, P: fcc primitive supercell.

x (%) 0.926 1.56 3.125

LDA GGA LDA GGA LDA GGA Cal. type

B −92 −141 −89 −140 −89 −141 PAW
P −73 −125 PAW

−80 −100 US[1]
−120 PAW[1]



energies of theasymmetric slabwith thenumber of layersn and thebulk
total energy Eb:

Eurlx nð Þ= 2σurlx−nEb ð5Þ

Erlx nð Þ= σ + σurlx−nEb ð6Þ

Among the different existing methods [45,49,53–60] of calculation
of the surface energy in the slab geometry, this method is one of the
most accurate one with a reduced number of layers [53,55–60].

The geometry of the slab (number of fixed, free layers and
vacuum) was carefully optimized in order to obtain an accurate
representation of the free Al surface with a reduced number of Al
layers. A rigid slab of 3 Al layers was used to determine the size of the
vacuum region: the number of vacuum layers nv was increased until
convergence of the unrelaxed surface energy of the Al slab within
0.01 meV/at. An asymmetric slab with a fixed number of 2 free Al
layers was then used to fix the number nr of Al rigid bulk layers: nrwas
increased until convergence of both, the interlayer distance d of the
free layers (δd/db0.1%), and the applied forces on the last rigid layer
(b0.05 eV/Å). Finally, the number nf of free layers in the Al slab was
increased until convergence of both, the asymmetric surface energy
and the interlayer distance between the last rigid layer and first free
layer (δd/db10−4%).

We thus chose a 13-layer slab geometry (nr/nf/nv=6/7/5, ≈14.1 Å
vacuum) for the (111) surface. However, for the study of GP-zone
segregation,weused a less converged geometry n=7(nb/nf/nv=3/4/5)
in order to extend the surface to avoid interactions between the (100)
GP clusters. In the case of the (100) surface we chose an 18-layer slab
geometry (nr/nf/nv=8/10/6).

The work functionΦ, is one of the most fundamental properties of
a metallic surface. It is the minimum energy required to remove an
electron from the surface. As such, it is of interest to a wide range of
surface phenomena [61–64]. In particular, the measurement of work
function changes ΔΦ, is routinely used in the study of adsorption
processes on metal surfaces and photoemission. The work function is
given by

Φ = Ves ∞ð Þ−EF ð7Þ

where EF is the Fermi energy of the system and Ves(∞) is the
electrostatic potential at an infinite distance from the surface,

evaluated in our calculations at the middle of the vacuum region of
the slab.2

In order to test the accuracy of our representation of the (111)
and (100) Al surfaces, we calculated the surface energy, work
function and interlayer relaxations (Δij=(dij−d0)/d0 between the
relaxed atomic layers i and xtitj with respect to the bulk interlayer
spacing d0, with i, j=1,2,... from the surface layer down to the bulk).
The calculations were performed with a one atom per surface unit
cell supercell geometry and a (15×15×1) k-point grid. Some test
calculations have also been performed with a symmetric (S)
configuration for comparison. The results are reported in Tables 4
and 5 together with known experimental values and previously
published results. All other obtained results summarized in Tables 4
and 5 were calculated with a (S) configuration.

Our test calculations, with (S) configurations with the same or
similar number of layers than the (AS) configurations, led to close values
for the surface energywith both LDA and GGAXC functionals (towithin
1 meV for the (100) surface and 20 meV for the (111) surface). The
small discrepancies between our results and the two other pseudopo-
tential studies [44,65] might be due to the small number of layers used
in their study. Compared to all electron calculations, our pseudopoten-
tial calculations underestimate the surface energy by 19 meVwith GGA
and overestimate it by 31 meV with LDA. These differences are of the
order of 5% only. Another important point is the very small relaxation
energy of the surfaces, less than 2 meV. Ourwork function values agree,
to within 1%, with those of the all electron calculations on (S)
configurations with comparable number of layers. Concerning the
surface interlayer relaxation there is a much wider dispersion. It is an
expected result, since it is now well established [45,49,56] that Al
surfaces are very sensitive to quantum size effects, [77–81] leading to
long range interlayer oscillating relaxations and consequently a high
sensitivity to the number of layers and the type of slab, (S) or (AS). Both
the (AS) calculations and thepseudopotential calculations led to slightly
erroneous values compared to the (S) and all electron calculations.
However, this is not a critical issue for our study since the relaxations are
small (this explains, also, why the relaxation energies are small).

All the preceding conclusions allow us to be confident in the
accuracy of our forthcoming study of surface AlCu alloying and Cu
segregation: the surface relaxations (distances and energy) are very

Table 4

Calculated properties of the (111)Al surface and comparison to other calculations and known experimental values. Calculations (Ps: pseudo, AE: all electron) and number of layers n
(S, AS: symmetric or asymmetric slab). Calculations and experiment (LEED= Low Energy Electron Diffraction): σurlx(eV/at.) unrelaxed and σ(eV/at.) relaxed surface energy,Φ(eV)
work function and Δij(%) relative interlayer distances (see text).

n σurlx σ Φ Δ12 Δ23 Δ34 Ref.

PAW/GGA 13 (AS) 0.347 0.346 4.012 +0.522 −0.552 +0.460 This work
PAW/GGA 13 (S) 0.359 4.013 +0.498 −0.528 +0.427 This work
PAW/GGA 15 (S) 0.355 4.047 +1.166 +0.176 +0.856 This work
PAW/LDA 13 (AS) 0.410 0.409 4.179 +0.524 −0.560 +0.464 This work
PAW/LDA 13 (S) 0.428 4.174 +0.491 −0.528 +0.427 This work
PAW/LDA 15 (S) 0.429 0.427 4.179 +1.165 +0.176 +0.856 This work
Ps/GGA 6 (S) 0.357 4.18 +1.08 −0.10 +0.05 [44]
Ps/GGA 6 (S) 4.085 +1.06 −1.53 −0.54 [65]
AE/GGA 7 (S) 0.33 4.04 +1.35 +0.54 +1.06 [49]
AE/GGA 15 (S) 0.364 0.365 4.06 +1.15 −0.05 +0.46 [45]
AE/LDA 7 (S) 0.39 4.21 +1.35 +0.54 +1.04 [49]
AE/LDA 4 (S) 0.56 4.54 [66]
Exp. 0.50–0.52 [67]
Exp. 0.51 4.24 [68]
Exp. 4.48 [69]
LEED(300 K) +2.2±1.3 [70]
LEED(300 K) +0.9±0.5 [71]
LEED(300 K) +1.8±0.3 +0.1±0.7 [72]
LEED(160 K) +1.7±0.3 +0.5±0.7 [72]
LEED(300 K) +1.3±0.8 [73]

2 In our slab geometry, the electrostatic potential is perfectly flat around the middle
of the vacuum region. Thus, the electrostatic potential at the middle of the vacuum
region equals the electrostatic potential at infinity.



small and the absolute values calculated with the pseudopotential
approach agree with all electron calculations within less than 5%.
Thus, we expect that the alloying and segregation energies calculated
with the pseudopotential approximation and our asymmetric slab
configurations will be comparable to those of an all electron
calculation, since these two configurations are not much different.3

4. Copper surface segregation

As discussed in the Introduction, it is experimentally [8–10] and
theoretically [15,82,83] well established that increasing Cu concen-
tration in the α phase of the Al–Cu phase diagram, results in Cu (100)
clustering leading to the formation of the GP-zones [6,7] which are the
precursors of the θ′ and θ phases that stabilize at higher Cu
concentration. Such Cu precipitation, if it happens at the Al surface,
can change drastically its properties. Energetically, as we have seen,
the most favorable surface for aluminum is the dense (111) surface.
The next surface to be considered is the (100) surface whose energy is
about 25% more energetic. The (111) surface is then highly
representative of the surface of any bulk piece of aluminum. In the
following we first present the results of the Cu surface segregation at
the (111) Al surface as a function of Cu concentration and then those
of the GP-zone segregation at both surfaces. For this studywe used the
LDA approximation since it usually gives, thanks to a compensation of
errors between the exchange and correlation energies, more accurate
results than the GGA approximation [52,84,85]. However, in some
cases we also performed GGA calculations for comparison. Wemade a
layer by layer surface segregation study: an increasing number of Al
atoms are substituted by Cu atoms in a given Al layer l (l=1,2,3,...
from the surface down to the bulk), parallel to the (111) surface. The
Cu–Al layer position is then varied from the surface down to the bulk.
The Cu concentration cl in layer l, has been varied from the almost
dilute limit 1/9 (see Section 3.1) up to a complete Cu monolayer for

the consideration of Cu clustering and ordering effects at the surface.
The same procedure has been applied for the study of GP-zone surface
segregation with a full Cu monolayer for the (100) surface. For the
(111) surface we could only consider very small (100) clusters due to
the limited thickness of the slab. The segregation energy per Cu atom,
with Cu layer concentration cl in surface layer l, is defined as the energy
gained, per Cu atom, by the Al1−xCux alloywhen a concentration cl of Cu
atoms are transferred from a bulk layer to that of the surface layer:

Eseg clð Þ = E cl; xð Þ−liml→∞E cl; xð Þ
cl

ð8Þ

where E(cl,x) is the energy of a semi-infinite Al1−xCux alloy with a cl
Cu concentration in layer l. When l tends to infinity, Eseg(cl) tends to
zero.

4.1. Cu surface segregation in (111) Al

The studied Cu–Al layer configurations are reported on Fig. 2. With
the adopted slab geometry (nr/nf/nv=6/7/5) Cu atoms could be
buried only up to the fourth layer without any interaction with the
fixed layers.

4.1.1. Al(111) Cu segregation in the single atom limit

At the lowest Cu concentration (Fig. 2(a)), cl=1/9=0.11%, Cu
atoms can be considered as independent (Section 3.1). In this dilute
limit and in the slab geometry, withN atoms per layer andNl Cu atoms
in layer l, the segregation energy per Cu atom is evaluated by:

Eseg
Nl

N

� �

=
Eslab Nlð Þ−Eslab 0ð Þ

Nl

+ Ec Alð Þ−μCu x→0ð Þ
ð9Þ

where Eslab(Nl) is the energy of the slab with Nl Cu atoms in layer l and
μCu(x→0) the Cu chemical potential in the Al1−xCux dilute alloy
(Eq. 4).

The evolution of the segregation energy with the layer position l is
reported on Fig. 3 (full line). Clearly, the surface position is a highly
unfavorable position with high positive segregation energy. The sub-
surface and sub-sub-surface positions are more stable (Esegb0) than

3 It is generally admitted and sustained by today's long experience of DFT
calculations, that inaccuracies in DFT calculations, due to unavoidable approximations,
are rather systematic and cancelled when computing energy differences between
configurations which are not too much different, as far as they contain the same
number of atoms of each species of course.

Fig. 2. The studied (111) Cu–Al layer configurations. Big balls represent Al atoms and small balls represent Cu atoms.

Table 5

Calculated properties of the (100) Al surface and comparison to other calculations and known experimental values. Calculations (Ps: pseudo, AE: all electron) and number of layers n
(S, AS: symmetric or asymmetric slab).Calculations and experiment (LEED = Low Energy Electron Diffraction): σurlx(eV/at.) unrelaxed and σ(eV/at.) relaxed surface energy, Φ(eV)
work function and Δij(%) relative interlayer distances (see text).

n σurlx σ Φ Δ12 Δ23 Δ34 Ref.

PAW/GGA 18 (AS) 0.430 0.432 4.265 +0.899 +0.243 +0.195 This work
PAW/GGA 19 (S) 0.433 0.431 4.251 +1.045 +0.177 +0.526 This work
PAW/LDA 18 (AS) 0.501 0.499 4.427 +0.829 +0.218 +0.250 This work
PAW/LDA 19 (S) 0.499 4.417 +0.892 +0.274 +0.532 This work
AE/GGA 17 (S) 0.486 0.484 4.243 +1.598 +0.436 −0.002 [45]
AE/GGA 4 (S) 0.689 [74]
AE/GGA 13 (S) +0.5 −0.3 [75]
LEED(100 K) +2.0±0.8% +1.2±0.8 [76]



the bulk one, whereas the l=4 layer position can be assimilated to the
bulk one within the uncertainty of the calculation. The sub-surface
position appears as the most stable one with a rather low segregation
energy (of the order of −30 meV), a value nevertheless significant
compared to the uncertainty due to the oscillations of the surface
energy due to quantum size effects which are of the order of 5–
10 meV [45].

In the dilute limit, the surface segregation energy is usually
decomposed into three independent contributions corresponding to
three thermodynamic forces: [86–88]

- The surface force which is proportional to the surface energy
difference between the two pure metals. This force favors the
segregation at the surface of the element with the lowest surface
energy, which, in our case, is aluminum (σCu=0.640 eV/at. [49]
compared to σAl=0.409 eV/at.).

- The ordering or mixing force, proportional to the mixing energy
which favors surface segregation when positive (tendency to
demixion). Here also this force will favor Al at the surface since the
segregation energy is negative (Section 3.1).

- The elastic energy force proportional to the difference in elastic
strain energy between the layer and the bulk which is due to the
solute–solvent atomic size mismatch. In the dilute limit, it always
favors the segregation of the solute atoms at the surface, hence the
Cu surface segregation in our case.

In agreement with this model, the unrelaxed segregation energies
(dashed curve on Fig. 3) are positive and lead to a rapidly decreasing
segregation energywith depth. Interestingly, in this unrelaxed picture
and considering that the bulk unrelaxed value has been reached at
l=4, the sub- and sub-sub-surface positions are much stable than the
bulk one, in contradiction with the previous model which appears
then has been valid only for the surface layer. A much complex
description of the surface segregation energy, taking into account the
evolution and the interaction of these forces with the solute layer
position, is then necessary for a proper description of the undersur-
face layer by layer segregation [89]. The effect of the third
thermodynamic force, even if it is an important effect does not
change the previous picture. Even if it is much more pronounced at
the surface layer, it is not sufficient in that case to overcompensate the
effect of the two other forces which are much larger at the surface
layer and its main effect is to increase slightly the stability of the sub-
surface and sub-sub-surface positions. Finally, the Cu segregation at
the sub- and sub-sub-surface layers results mainly from a complex
interaction between the surface and mixing forces which individually
are not favorable to such a Cu segregation.

4.1.2. Alloying and ordering effects

In this part, the Cu concentration in a given layer is increased up to
1 (full Cu monolayer). With the limited surface size of the simulation

Fig. 3. Cu-(111)Al surface segregation energy at infinite dilution (Cl=0.11%) versus
depth l, Cu(l): dashed line before atomic relaxation, full line after atomic relaxation.

Fig. 4. Cu Segregation energy at (111)Al surface versus Cu concentration in layer (4).

Fig. 5. Cu segregation energy at (111) Al surface versus layer position (l) for different Cu
concentrations, cl. (a): cl≤1/2, deduced from Eq. (9). (b): clN1/2, deduced from
Eq. (10).



cell, the studied intermediate concentrations (1/3, 1/2 and 2/3)
correspond to different ordered layer structures shown in Fig. 2(b),
(c) and (d). In these configurations, the Cu atoms interact and the
reference state for defining the segregation energy depends on the
tendency or not to clustering in the bulk. In the absence of a clustering
tendency in the bulk (positive interaction energy), the reference state
remains the one used in Eq. (9), but if there is a tendency to clustering,
the reference bulk state must be the clustered configuration. In that
case the segregation energy can be evaluated by:

Eseg
Nl

N

� �

=
Eslab Nlð Þ−Eslab Nlb

 !

Nl

ð10Þ

where lb is large enough for Eslab(Nlb) to be converged to the bulk
value. From what we have seen in the dilute Cu limit the bulk
configuration is almost reached at layer (4). So we will make the
approximation that this is also the case at any Cu concentration for the
evaluation of the bulk configuration energy. Fig. 4 reports the
evolution of Eseg, deduced from Eq. (9), with Cu concentration in
layer (4). It shows that, in this approximated bulk limit, there is a
strong interaction between the Cu atoms in a given (111) plane. This
interaction corresponds to a tendency to Cu clustering only for the
layer structures with high Cu concentrations: 2/3 and the full Cu
monolayer. This is not in contradiction with the experimentally
observed tendency to Cu GP-zone clustering in the α-AlCu phase,
since this clustering occurs in (100) planes.

Thus, the segregation energies for the configurations with Cu
concentrations lower or equal to 1/2 have been calculatedwith Eq. (9)
and are reported on Fig. 5(a), whereas for higher Cu concentrations
they are calculated with Eq. (10) with lb=4 and reported on Fig. 5(b).

At high concentrations (1 and 2/3: Fig. 5(b)) there is always a
surface segregation in the sub-sub-surface layer (3). For the 1/2
concentration (linear b110N structure), contrary to the bulk,
clustering is favored with a negative segregation energy in the sub-
sub-surface position. b110N directions belong to both the (111) and
(100) plane families, thus this specific layer configuration can be
viewed as a local linear GP-zone in a (111) plane whose structure is

then stabilized by the surface in the sub-sub-surface layer. Finally, for
the 1/3 Cu concentration ((

ffiffiffi

3
p

x
ffiffiffi

3
p

ÞR30∘ structure), like for the bulk,
clustering is not favored with positive segregation energies at all layer
positions.

The strong Cu–Cu interactions induce also quite strong relaxations.
As an example we show in Fig. 6 the outplane and inplane relaxations
for the cl=2/3 case in the surface, sub-surface, and sub-sub-surface
layers. In the vertical direction we observe a strong contraction of the
distances between the alloy layer and the neighboring Al layers. For
the surface and the sub-surface layer configurations, the Cu atoms
relax inwards respectively by 0.32 Å and 0.06 Å relative to the Al
neighbors in the same layer. For the sub-sub-surface configuration,
the Cu atoms relax slightly outward by 0.03 Å. Within the alloy layer,
the distances between the Cu atoms and their nearest neighbors
contract and the distances between the nearest and next-nearest
neighbors (which are nearest neighbors to another Cu impurity)
expand by about the same amount (≈0.10 Å). Similarly, Cu–Al
distances to nearest neighbors in another layer contract. Indepen-
dently of the concentration, when Cu atoms are located on layer (2) or
layer (3), there is a very strong contraction of the distance between
the Cu atoms and their nearest-neighbors Al atoms located in the
above layer. For all configurations, with decreasing Cu concentration,
the interlayer distance between the alloy layer and its neighbors
increases. Similar results have been obtained using GGA functional.
This geometric distortions of the crystal around Cu clusters are very
similar to the one observed around the GP-zones.

Finally, there is a tendency to segregation in the sub- and/or sub-
sub-surface layers with strong relaxation effects.

4.2. GP-zone segregation

4.2.1. (111) surface

Since it appears that there is a tendency to segregation in both the
sub-surface and the sub-sub-surface layers, one can expect a
multilayer segregation with an increased stability compared to single
layer segregation. Cu is known to form GP-zones, thus this multilayer
segregation will develop in the form of small GP-zones.Wemodel this
multilayer GP-zone segregation with small clusters of 3 Cu atoms in a

Fig. 6. Geometry of the relaxed
ffiffiffi

3
p

×
ffiffiffi

3
p !

R30∘ surface alloys with a layer coverage of xCu=2/3, when the Cu impurities are in the top surface layer (1) (left), in sub-surface layer (2)

(middle), and in layer (3) (right). Results obtained using LDA functional. All distances are in Å. The distances indicated on the left side of each slab correspond to the buckling of the
layer. An asterisk denotes fixed layers. Large (small) balls representAl (Cu) atoms. Grey, light green and black atoms are located in the first (1), second (2), and third (3) layers,
respectively.



(100) plane. For the GP1 zones, the Cu clusters are separated by 4
(100) Al planes in order to avoid interactions between the clusters
(GP-1 — Fig. 7). With this geometry, there are 25 atoms/layer. For the
GP2 zones, the Cu clusters are separated by three Al(100) layers in the
Al matrix (GP-2 — Fig. 7), corresponding to 16 atoms/layer. For both
clusters, two configurations were considered: configuration-1, with 2
Cu atoms close to the surface and the third Cu atom beneath them, and
configuration-2, symmetric of configuration one with 1 Cu atom close
to the surface and the 2 other Cu atoms beneath it (Fig. 7). The clusters
in both configurations were then buried in the slab in order to study
the influence of the surface. These calculations were performed in
both the LDA and the GGA approximations. As previously stated, for
these calculations we had to use thinner slabs to keep reasonable
computational time (7 layer slab: nr/nf/nv=4/3/5 corresponding
respectively to 175 atoms and 112 atoms for the GP1 and GP2
clusters). The surface energy calculated with this slab is 4.00 meV/at.
higher than the one calculated with the 13 layers slab, using both LDA
and GGA functionals.

Table 6 shows the results of GP1-zones and GP2-zones segregation
energies per Cu atom deduced from Eq. (9) as a function of their depth
in the slab relative to the surface. These results show clearly that for
both clusters and configurations (1 or 2), the system is much stable
when the clusters are buried one layer under the surface, corresponding
to a multilayer segregation in the sub- and sub-sub-surface layers. The
segregation energies per Cu atom are larger in the LDA approximation
than in the GGA approximation and the Cluster-1 configuration is much
stable than the Cluster-2 configuration, no matter the cluster depth in
the slab reflecting the higher stability of GP1-zones relative to GP2-
zones [15]. In the LDA approximation, compared to the single atom
segregation limit, the segregation energies per Cu atom are of the order
of −300 meV/at. To compare with, we also calculated the segregation
energy per Cu atom for the dilute impurities (taken as xC

u=1/9) using a
7-layers slab (Fig. 8). The segregation energy per Cu atom for the GP1-
zones is 450 meV/at. lower than for dilute impurities, reflecting the very
strong clustering tendency of Cu into GP1 zones. Compared to the same
cluster in the bulk, taken here as position 3, the segregation energy per

Cuatomof position2 is of the order of 80 meV/at.more stable. It is larger
than for dilute impurities where the sub-surface position is 50 meV/at.
more stable than the position 3 (Fig. 8).

To conclude, there is a strong tendency to Cu segregation just
below the surface layer of the (111) Al surface, in the form of GP1-
zones and a less marked tendency in the form of GP2-zones.

4.2.2. (100) surface

Since the GP-zones are Cu platelets in (100) Al planes and, the
(100) Al surface is the secondmost common surface of aluminum, it is
important to see if there is a tendency to segregation of the GP-zones
at the (100) Al surface. We thus studied the segregation of a full Cu
monolayer in a (100) Al slab (nr/nf/nv=8/10/6). In this case, a simple
way to check the convergence of Eq. (10) to the bulk configuration, is
to use the substitution energy of an Al monolayer (ML) by a Cu ML at
different depth l, defined by:

Esub lð Þ= E
slab
tot lð Þ− E

surf
Al + E

ML
Cu

� �

ð11Þ

where Etot
slab(l) is the total energy of the (100) Al slab with a Cu

monolayer (ML) in layer l, EAl
surf the total energy of the pure (100)

Al slab and ECu
ML the free-standing Cu ML energy with in plane

lattice constant equal to that of the Al lattice (dCu-Cu
LDA =2.79 Å and

dCu-Cu
GGA =2.83 Å). For l→∞ this substitution energy converges towards
the substitution energy in the bulk Esub

b :

E
b
sub = E

b
tot− EAl + E

ML
Cu

� �

ð12Þ

where Etot
b is the energy of an Al crystal with a CuML and EAl the energy

of this same Al perfect crystal.

Fig. 7. Big balls: Al atoms. Small balls: Cu atoms. Cu atoms are in the (100) plane. Full lines represent the (100) Al planes between each Cu cluster and its periodic image in the slab.
Configuration-1 represents the Cu (100) cluster such as 2 Cu atoms are closer to the surface and the third Cu atom is buried one layer beneath them. Configuration-2 represents the
Cu (100) cluster such as 1 Cu atom is closer to the surface and the 2 other Cu atoms are buried one layer beneath it.

Table 6

Segregation energies for GP-zone clusters segregation at (111)Al surface. GP1 zone, GP2
zone. Pos 1: cluster in layers (1–2). Pos 2: clusters in layers (2–3). Pos 3: clusters in
layers (3–4). Conf-1: 2 Cu atoms in the upper layer. Conf-2: 1 Cu atom in the upper
layer.

Segregation energy (eV/at.)

Pos 1 Pos 2 Pos 3

LDA GGA LDA GGA LDA GGA

Conf. 1 GP-1 −0.263 −0.089 −0.312 −0.117 −0.232 −0.047
GP-2 −0.124 0.025 −0.160 0.009 −0.105 0.058

Conf. 2 GP-1 −0.196 −0.104 −0.201 −0.100 −0.108 −0.018
GP-2 −0.086 0.014 −0.093 0.017 −0.020 0.081 Fig. 8. Cu-(111)Al surface segregation energy at infinite dilution (Cl=0.11%) versus

depth l, Cu(l): dashed line in a 7 layers slab, full line in a 13 layers slab.



The evolution of the substitution energy of the Cu (100)
monolayer for different depth l relative to the surface is reported in
Fig. 9 in both the LDA and GGA approximations, together with the bulk
substitution energy. As one can see, in both cases, at l=6, Esub(l=6)
equals the bulk substitution energy Esub

b . More importantly, the
segregation energy (difference between surface and bulk substitution
energies) is always positive. Thus, there is no tendency to surface
segregation of GP-zones at the (100) Al surface. There is even a barrier
to segregation at l=3 in the LDA and l=4 in the GGA approximations.

5. Conclusion

In this paper we present a detailed density functional theory slab
calculations for various configurations of Cu atoms inAl-richmatrix.We
studied Cu infinite dilution in bulk, surface alloys properties for varying
compositions of Cu-doped layers as well as first stage formation of
Guinier–Preston zones, in the surface and then buried in an Al slab.

To investigate the Al–Cu interactions in bulk phase at low Cu
concentrations, we chose three different Cu atomic concentrations
(x=0.92%, 1.52% and 3.12%). We got weak negative values of the
mixing enthalpies, that indicate a low tendency to the formation of a
solid solution in the absence of any competing ordered phase at
T=0 K.

The asymmetric configuration used to build the slabsmodeling the
(111) and (100) surfaces, enables the use of thicker slabs and a low
number of relaxed layers by considering only one free surface on one
side of the slab. The study of Cu doped (111) layers in an Al-rich
matrix, showed that within a given layer, the energy of formation
shows a strong dependence on its composition and its position in the
slab. Thus, in the absence of ordering effects for Cu atoms in a layer
(xCu=1/9 and xCu=1/3), the system is more stable when the doped
layer is buried one layer under the surface (2), whereas for xCu=1/2
to xCu=1 (full monolayer), the doped layer is more accommodated
when buried two layers under the surface (3). However, for all Cu
concentrations in a layer, the surface position is highly unstable.
Taking as the reference state for the segregation energy the tendency
or not to clustering in the bulk, we find that at low Cu concentration
(xCu≤1/2), Cu atoms do not form clusters in the bulk, whereas at high
Cu concentrations (xCu=2/3 and xCu=1), this tendency is strong, in
good agreement with the Al–Cu phase diagram, predicting the Cu
clustering in the α-Al–Cu phase.

Modeling first stages formation of GP-1 and GP-2 zones by doping
(100)Al layers with Cu clusters in a (111)Al slab, in the surface then
buried one and two layers under the surface, resulted in segregation
energies favoring Cu clusters buried close to the surface. For all

positions in the slab, GP-1 is more stable than GP-2, which is in good
agreement with experimental observations. The stability of these
multilayer clusters is in good agreement with Al–Cu solid transfor-
mation which predicts, at room temperature and small Cu concen-
tration, the occurrence of the first stable precipitates by the formation
of GP1 zones. It also confirms and fits with tendency for Cu-doped
single layers to segregate in the sub-surface and sub-sub-surface.

However the segregation of a full copper (100) monolayer in an
(100)Al matrix shows a copper segregation deep in the bulk with
even, for both used XC functionals, a segregation barrier.

The segregation of Cu atoms is observed in the (111) Al matrix
close to the surface rather than in the bulk, suggesting overall a strong
interaction between the surface and the Cu atoms. Therefore, it will be
interesting to investigate Cu segregation behavior when adsorbing on
the surface atoms, molecules or small clusters.
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